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1 Teichm\"uller spaces Sullivan
$\mathrm{C}$
Sullivan no-wandering domain theorem (trans-






Proposition 1 ( ) $\Gamma$
$TeiCh(\mathrm{r})=M_{1}(\Lambda, \Gamma)+TeiCh(\Omega/\Gamma)$
959 1996 34-41 34
$\Gamma$ Teich$(\Gamma)$
2 Ahlfors finiteness theorem (AFT)
1 Sullivan rigidity theorem (SRT) -
Ahlfors area $0$ conjecture (AAC)
$R$
Theorem 2 McMullen-Sullivan’s trans-AFT
$TeiCh(\hat{\mathrm{C}}, R)=M_{1}(J, R)+TeiCh(Fdis, R)+TeiCh(Ffo\iota, R)$
2
( – ) $/R$
Teichm\"uler trans-AFT Sullivan
no wandering domain theorem
3
(Siegel, Hermann, – ) $/R$
Teichm\"uler - rtrans-SRT
\mbox{\boldmath $\delta$}. $\grave{\grave{\mathrm{a}}}\mathrm{N}.\mathrm{I}\mathrm{L}\mathrm{F}$ (trans-SRT )
–
Conjecture (NILF) integral torus endomorphism
NILF ( $M_{1}(\hat{\mathrm{C}},$ $R)=\{0\}$ )
Remark trans-AAC Nowicki-Van Strien (Fibonacci


























dense Siegel, Hermann, parabolic, (pre)preiodic
criticals attracfive




attractive periodic 2k-2 hyperbolic
$\blacksquare$
2 NILF $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{D}$
Conjecture 2 (NILF2) 2
NILF .
Conjecture 2 ..( $.\cdot \mathrm{H}$D2) 2
2 dense
1
Theorem 6 NILF2 $=HD\mathit{2}$












Theorem 7 [Douady-Hubbard] MLC $HD\mathit{2}$
Proof. MLC $c$
rigid $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{D}2$ Mandelbrot
set co ILF generic
$c_{0}$
$c_{1}$ rigid $c_{0}$ $\mathrm{q}\mathrm{c}$ $c_{1}$
Mandelbrot set $\blacksquare$
Theorem 8 [Douady-Hubbard-Yoccoz] $M$ $c$
1) $P_{c}$ $c$ M
2) $P_{c}$ $c$ M
rigid
.
Corollary 1 $MLC$ $P_{\mathrm{c}}$
$c$ rigid
Corollary 2 rigid $M$ dense $HD\mathit{2}$
$P=P_{c}$ rigid
$Q\in M$ lamination pattern –
$\mathrm{q}\mathrm{c}$ -
Remark
Thurston’s ending lamination conjecture
Theorem 9 [Yoccoz] $M$ $c$ $P_{c}$
NILF $c$ M
Proof. parabolic cycle repelling
( Yoccoz
puzzle) Mandelbrot set $c$
Mandelbrot set MLC HD
version NILF $\blacksquare$
38
Corollary 3 $c\in M$ NILF P
- $M$ $c$
Lyubich





Proposition 11 [Yoccoz] $M$ $c$ $P_{c}$
Cremer Siegel disks
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